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Numerical analysis of the electromagnetic force for design
optimization of a rectangular direct current electromagnetic pump
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a b s t r a c t

The force of a direct current (DC) electromagnetic pump used to transport liquid lithiumwas analyzed to
optimize its geometrical and electrical parameters by numerical simulation. In a heavy-ion accelerator,
which is being developed in Korea, a liquid lithium film is utilized for its high charge-stripping efficiency
for heavy ions of uranium. A DC electromagnetic pump with a flow rate of 6 cm3/s and a developed
pressure of 1.5 MPa at a temperature of 200�C was required to circulate the liquid lithium to form liquid
lithium films. The current and magnetic flux densities in the flow gap, where a Sm2Co17 permanent
magnet was used to generate a magnetic field, were analyzed for the electromagnetic force distribution
generated in the pump. The pressure developed by the Lorentz force on the electromagnetic force was
calculated by considering the electromotive force and hydraulic pressure drop in the narrow flow
channel. The opposite force at the end part due to the magnetic flux density in the opposite direction
depended on the pump geometrical parameters such as the pump duct length and width that defines the
rectangular channels in the nonhomogeneous distributions of the current and magnetic fields.
© 2018 Korean Nuclear Society, Published by Elsevier Korea LLC. This is an open access article under the

CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).

1. Introduction

Electromagnetic pumps are employed to circulate liquid metals
with high electrical conductivity using the Lorentz force whose
value is calculated as the cross product of the current and the
magnetic field perpendicular to it [1,2]. The heavy-ion accelerator,
which is being developed in Korea, uses a liquid lithium film as a
charge stripper [3] to increase the acceleration efficiency of ura-
nium heavy ions. The uranium ions with a charge of 33þ become
uranium ions with a charge of 78þ, which pass through a liquid
lithium film with a thickness of less than 25 mm. The direct current
(DC) electromagnetic pump causes the liquid lithium to circulate to
generate thin liquid lithium films from a high-speed jet of 60 m/s at
the injection nozzle of the charge-stripper system, which is sub-
jected to a high hydraulic pressure loss at a low flow rate [4].

In the present study, the distributions of the current [5] and
magnetic flux densities in the narrow channel of such pump with a
finite-length permanent magnet were analyzed [6]. The developed
pressure, which depends on the Lorentz force and hydraulic pres-
sure drop, was analyzed by numerical simulation using the ANSYS
code. Analyses were performed on the changes in the geometrical
and electrical parameters by considering the distributions of the

current and magnetic flux densities for the required pressure and
flow rate [7]. The geometrical and electromagnetic parameters of
the pumpwere optimized to satisfy the requirement of a developed
pressure of 1.5 MPa and flow rate of 6 cm3/s under an operating
temperature of 200�C.

2. Mathematical setup for analysis

The DC electromagnetic pump was divided into three parts,
namely an electrode stub that transports current to the liquid
metal, permanent magnets with a thickness of 50 mm to generate
the magnetic flux for the liquid metal, and a 1-mm-thick pump
duct [8], as shown in Fig. 1. The electrode stub and permanent
magnets are arranged in the x and z directions, respectively, by
applying the Cartesian coordinate system to the rectangular pump
shown in Fig. 1 [9,10]. Liquid lithium flows along the y direction
because of the developed pressure from the Lorentz force, which
was generated by the vector product of the current through the
electrode stub in the x direction and the magnetic field B from the
permanent magnets in the z direction [11]. The governing equa-
tions, which consist of magnetohydrodynamic equations, to solve
the force generated in the DC electromagnetic pump are expressed
in Equations (1)e(5). This set of equations was solved using the
ANSYS code to determine the magnetic field and current density.
TheMaxwell equations were applied to solve the inducedmagnetic
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flux density, and Ohm's law was used to calculate the current
density. The force and pressure drop of the DC electromagnetic
pump were calculated using the NaviereStokes equation, where
the electromagnetic force J� B was added to the last term in
Equation (5) as an external force [12].

Ampere0s law: V� B
!¼ m0

�
J
!þ ε0

vE
vt

�
(1)

Faraday0s law: V� E
!¼ �v B

!
vt

(2)

Gauss0s law for magnetism: V$ B
!¼ 0 (3)

Ohm0s law : J
!¼ s
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(4)
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Jt
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The components of the electric field, current density, magnetic
flux density, and velocity of fluid are expressed in Equations
(6)e(11) according to the Cartesian coordinate system. The z-di-
rection electric field of the DC electromagnetic pump was dis-
regarded because of the nonconductive material (Teflon) between
the permanent magnet and pump duct to avoid a z-direction cur-
rent from flowing to the permanent magnet and narrow the gap of
the flow channel, as expressed in Equation (6). The permanent
magnet creates a magnetic field because of its rotating electrons.
The microscopically small circulating current in the permanent
magnet was negligible in the analysis of the induced current.
Therefore, the magnetic flux density was divided into an external
magnetic flux density from the permanent magnet and the induced
magnetic flux density from the current density to avoid confusion
in the magnitude of the induced magnetic flux density according to
Equation (8). The fluid velocity was only taken along the y direction

owing to the laminar flow at the low Reynolds number according to
Equation (11).

E
!
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v!ðx; y; zÞ ¼ vyby (11)

Ampere's law in Equation (1) can be expressed as Equations
(12)e(15) using the curl operator calculation in the Cartesian co-
ordinate systemwhere the time-varying electric field termwas not
considered because the DC electromagnetic pump used the DC
source. Only the induced magnetic flux density was affected by the
current density because the external magnetic flux density was
affected by the small circulating current in the permanent magnet.
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Fig. 1. Schematic of the DC electromagnetic pump.
DC, direct current.
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Faraday's law in Equation (2) can be expressed as Equations
(16)e(18) using the curl operator calculation in the Cartesian co-
ordinate system where the time-varying magnetic flux density
term was neglected because of the DC source and permanent
magnet.

V� E
!

t ¼ 0 (16)

V� E
!

t ¼ �vEy
vz
bx þ vEx

vz
by þ

�
vEy
vx

� vEx
vy

�
bz (17)

vEy
vz
bx ¼ 0;

vEx
vz

¼ 0;
vEy
vx

� vEx
vy

¼ 0 (18)

Gauss's law for magnetism in Equation (3) can be expressed
using the divergence operator in the Cartesian coordinate system as
Equations (19)e(22). The divergence in the external and internal
magnetic flux densities became zero.
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Ohm's law in Equation (4) can be expressed as Equations
(23)e(26) using the vector product of the velocity and magnetic
flux density.
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Therefore, the equation for the magnetic flux density is derived
as Equation (27) from Equations (15), (18), (22) and (26).

1
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The force density of the DC electromagnetic pump can be
calculated using Equation (28) as the vector product of the current
density in Equation (26) and magnetic flux density in Equations
(8)e(10). Only the y direction of the force density is needed to
develop the pressure of the DC electromagnetic pump. Therefore,
the x direction of the electric field and z and x directions of the
magnetic flux densities were the only considered factors. In this
study, the electromotive force (EMF) is defined as a disturbed force
in Equation (29), and the Lorentz force is defined as another force in
Equation (30).
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Fig. 2. Linear magnetic flux density distribution with the change in the permanent magnet thickness.
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The NaviereStokes equation is reduced to Equation (31) for the
steady-state incompressible flow of liquid lithium [13], where the
viscosity term was neglected because of the high Hartmann num-
ber of the electromagnetic pump. Therefore, the pressure gradient
in the NaviereStokes equation can be expressed as a force density
and a hydraulic pressure loss [14].

Vp ¼ Jt
!� B

!� Vph (31)

Hydraulic pressure loss Dph [15] was calculated using the
DarcyeWeisbach formula in Equation (32), where the Darcy fric-
tion coefficient fd of the laminar flow is expressed as Equation (33).

Dph ¼ fdrLv
2
z ðWd þ HdÞ
4WdHd

(32)

fd ¼ 64=Re (33)

Combining Equations (28)e(32) yields the developed pressure,
as expressed in Equation (34).

Dp ¼
Z 	

s
�
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��
Bi;z þ Be;z

�� s
�
vyBi;x � vyBe;x

�

� �Bi;x þ Be;x
�


dy� fdrLv
2
z ðWd þHdÞ
4WdHd

(34)

Additionally, the permissible current at the electrode stub ob-
tained by the Melson and Both equations are expressed as in
Equation (35) to define the pump duct length.

Fig. 3. Linear magnetic flux density distribution parallel to pump duct width at pump duct length L ¼ �20, �10, 0, 10, and 20 and at the midpoint of the pump duct height.

Fig. 4. Three-dimensional magnetic flux density distribution in liquid lithium at the midpoint of the pump duct height.
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Ip ¼ 24:9KðT � TnÞ0:61S0:5p0:39e
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q
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The force density expressed in Equation (28) was solved to
obtain a developed pressure of 1.5 MPa and flow rate of 6 cm3/s in
Equation (34) using the finite-element method in the ANSYS code
simulation with the model in Fig. 1 through the magnetic flux
density owing to magnetic permeability and coercivity and current
density owing to bulk conductivity [16].

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Magnetic flux density

The magnetic flux density of the Sm2Co17 permanent magnet
increased as the thickness of the permanent magnet increased [17],
as shown in Fig. 2, where the mechanically permissible maximum
thickness of the permanent magnet was 50 mm. The temperature

of the electrode stub was fixed as the condition of lithium (200�C);
therefore, the pump duct length was fixed as 216 mm, considering
the permissible current as described in Equation (35). The length of
the permanent magnet also fixed as 216 mm, and the width of
permanent magnet was set to maximize the magnetic flux density.
Fig. 3 shows that the magnetic flux density varied according to the
pump duct width. The magnetic flux density in the radial direction
exhibited ~99% of its maximum value when the width of the per-
manent magnet was between �11 and 11 mm, as shown in Fig. 3,
which shows the magnetic flux density according to the pump duct
width and length. Fig. 3 shows that the pump duct width should be
22 mm to maximize the generation of the Lorentz force. Fig. 4,
which represents the tendency of the magnetic flux density in
pump duct, shows that the magnetic flux density of the permanent
magnet has a maximum value of 0.759 T and minimum value of
0.751 T at the center and edges of the pump duct width and
maximum pump duct length, respectively [18]. The permanent
magnets were arranged parallel to the pump duct length with
maximum width and thickness, as shown in Fig. 1. The magnetic
flux density was asymmetric along the length of the pump duct
because it was affected by the electrical current according to
Equations (15) and (26). The magnetic flux density was affected by
the electric field according to Ampere's law and Ohm's law, and its
direction was positive at the left side and negative at the right side.

3.2. Current density

The electrical parameters to analyze the current density of the
DC electromagnetic pump are given in Table 1. The current from the
DC electromagnetic pump passed from the electrode stub to the
pump duct, which is made of 316L stainless steel [19], before
branching to the permanent magnet, liquid lithium, and pump
duct. The electrical conductivity of the permanent magnet, which
was comparable to that of the pump duct, was 29% that of the liquid
lithium. Therefore, the current, which is not negligible when the
permanent magnet is attached to the pump duct, leaked to the
permanent magnet. The permanent magnet was insulated from the
pump duct using an insulation material such as Teflon to minimize
current loss, as shown in Fig. 1. The current density of the liquid
lithium when the permanent magnet was isolated from the pump

Table 1
Design specifications of the DC electromagnetic pump.

Design variables Unit Values

Hydrodynamic Flow rate (Q) [m3=s] 6� 10�6

Total pressure (DP) [MPa] 1.5
Temperature (T) [K] 473
Velocity (v) [m/s] 0.27
Reynolds number (Re) 471
Developed pressure due to
Lorentz force (DPL)

[MPa] 1.617

Pressure loss due to EMF (DPE) [MPa] 0.117
Hydraulic pressure loss (DPH) [MPa] 2.6� 10�4

Geometrical Height (Hd) [mm] 1
Width (Wd) [mm] 22
Length (L) [mm] 216
Thickness (th) [mm] 1

Electrical Conductivity of permanent magnet [1/(U$m)] 1,111,111
Conductivity of pump duct [1/(U$m)] 1,111,790
Conductivity of liquid lithium [1/(U·m)] 3,804,900
Input current (it ) [A] 3740
Voltage [V] 0.08
Power [W] 253

DC, direct current; EMF, electromotive force.

Fig. 5. Three-dimensional current density distribution at the midpoint of the pump duct width.
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duct displayed amaximumvalue at the center of the flow, as shown
in Fig. 5. The influence of the current density on the magnetic flux
density was small owing to the low velocity of liquid lithium. The
shape of the current density shown in Fig. 5 did not follow that of
the magnetic flux density shown in Fig. 4 because the vector
product of the velocity and magnetic flux density affected the
current, as expressed in Equation (26).

As the length of the pump duct increased, the EMF and hydraulic
loss, which disturbed the developed pressure in the DC electro-
magnetic pump, also increased, as indicated in Equation (34).
Therefore, the duct length should be minimized to reduce the
pressure loss in the pump. Fig. 6 shows the calculated permissible
current Ip from Equation (35) according to the length of the pump
duct, which had a fixed height of 1 mm, to increase the Lorentz
force. The length of the pump duct was minimized to limit the
increase in the temperature of the electrode stub to a maximum of
200�C. Accordingly, the length was determined as 216 mm to
obtain a current 3740 A required for generating a pressure of
1.5 MPa.

3.3. Force density

The force density was obtained as the vector product of the
current and magnetic flux densities, as expressed by Equation (28).
The vector product of the x-direction component of the current
density and y-directional component of the magnetic flux density
was negligible, showing only 0.0013% of the total force. The
contribution to the force generation by the y-direction component

of the current density and by the x-direction component of the
magnetic flux density, which were dominant in generating the
electromagnetic force, is shown in Fig. 7. The magnetic flux density
had negative values at the duct ends, as shown in Fig. 2. Hence, the
force density also showed a 0.2% negative value at the end of the
pump duct compared with the positive value in the pump duct
region shown in Fig. 8. As a result, the developed pressure because
of the Lorentz force was 1.617 MPa, as obtained from Equation (30).
The force density due to the EMF was calculated using Equation
(29) in which the velocity in the narrow channel was assumed
constant and proportional to the square of the magnetic flux den-
sity, as shown in Fig. 9 [20]. The force density from the EMF, which
was generated against the pumping force of the Lorentz force, is
shown in Fig. 10, displaying a pressure drop of 0.117 MPa when the
input current was 3740 A, which was 7.2% that of the Lorentz force.
The hydraulic pressure drop obtained from Equation (32) at the
narrow channel was negligible, showing 0.00026MPa, which could
be ignored compared with the electromagnetic force generated
from the Lorentz force, resulting in a small contribution to the
distribution of force density.

The height of the electromagnetic pump was reduced to 1 mm
to increase the pump total pressure with satisfactory mechanical
strength, and the width was set to 22 mm to maximize the mag-
netic flux density at the pump duct through the permanentmagnet.
The pump length was determined to minimize the hydraulic loss in

Fig. 6. Permissible current with changing pump duct length.

Fig. 7. Three-dimensional force density distribution from the Lorentz force at the
midpoint of the pump duct height.

Fig. 8. Linear force density distribution from the Lorentz force at the midpoints of the
pump duct height and width.

Fig. 9. EMF density with the change in magnetic flux density.
EMF, electromotive force.
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the flow channel by considering the permissible current. The design
specifications of the DC electromagnetic pump are listed in Table 1.
The developed pressure was obtained by subtracting the EMF from
the Lorentz force, as shown in Fig. 11. The force density at the end of
the pump duct was maximized because of the dominant Lorentz
force generation at this location, which led to a developed pressure
of 1.5 MPa in the DC electromagnetic pump and satisfied the 6-cm3/
s flow rate requirement under an operating temperature of 200�C
for the electromagnetic pump.

4. Conclusion

The force density of a DC electromagnetic pump used to create
liquid lithium thin films for charge stripping of uranium heavy ions
was analyzed based on the distributions of the magnetic flux and
current densities. The magnetic flux and current densities were

maximized at the center part of the pump duct, whereas the
magnetic flux density was minimized at the magnet edge.
Accordingly, the force at both duct ends tended to appear in the
opposite direction, which could disturb the normal directional flow
of the liquid lithium. The electromagnetic force from the Lorentz
force was 1.617 MPa, where the pressure drop of 0.117 MPa due to
the EMF and hydraulic pressure drop of 0.00026 MPa were negli-
gible. Therefore, we conclude that the geometrical and electrical
parameters of the DC pump have been optimized to satisfy the
requirements of a developed pressure of 1.5 MPa and flow rate of
6 cm3/s under an operating temperature of 200�C.

Conflict of interest

There is no conflict of interest.

Fig. 10. Three-dimensional force density distribution from the EMF at the midpoint of the pump duct height.
EMF, electromotive force.

Fig. 11. Three-dimensional total force density distribution at the midpoint of pump duct height.
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Nomenclature

B Magnetic flux density [T]
Be Magnetic flux density from permanent magnet [T]
Bi Magnetic flux density from electrode stub [T]
Bt Total magnetic flux density [T]
E Electric field [kg$m/(s3$A)]
Et Total electric field [kg$m/(s3$A)]
f Force density [N/m3]
fd Darcy friction factor
Hd Pump duct height, excluding the wall thickness along

the permanent magnet direction [m]
Ip Permissible current of the electrode stub [A]
J Current density [A/m2]
Jt Total current density [A/m2]
K Condition coefficient of the Melson and Both equation
L Pump duct length [m]
p Total developed pressure of pump duct [Pa]
pe Perimeter of electrode stub [cm]
ph Hydraulic pressure loss in the pump [Pa]
Re Reynolds number
S Cross section of electrode stub [cm2]
T Permissible temperature of electrode stub [K]
Tn Ambient temperature of electrode stub [K]
t Time [s]
v Velocity of the fluid [m/s]
Wd Pump duct width, excluding the wall thickness along

the electrode stub direction [m]
a Temperature coefficient of the copper resistivity [m]
ε0 Permittivity of vacuum [F/m]
m0 Permeability of vacuum [H/m]
r Density of the liquid lithium [kg/m3]
r0 Resistivity of the liquid lithium [U$m]
s Liquid lithium conductivity [1/(U$m)]
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